
Trajectorial is a performance installation, that integrates the elements of 
sound, light, AV, sculpture and movement in a cohesive, 

non-hierarchical context. 
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Four bodies occupy a space.
Each body has a corresponding object.

The bodies move the object along a trajectory. 
A defined space.

The objects create and emit sound. 
Each sound is distinct and occupies a defined frequency band.

The bodies must move the objects to cThe bodies must move the objects to create a sound to achieve a result.
Things are put in motion.

The environment starts to develop and change.
Things accumulate as a result of the ritual.

We are drawn towards the object within the centre of the space.
The bodies are drawn toward the object within the centre of the space.

Things are in motion.
The ritual pThe ritual progresses. 

The code becomes known.
Control still remains.

Objects shift.
Walls reveal light.

Bodies become object.
Environment collapses.
The The reveal is complete. 
They see the centre.
We see the centre.

Retract.
Reset.

Regroup.
Reshape.
Remove.Remove.

Relanguage.
Resound.
Return.
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Audio Reactive AV
Password: reactive

 https://vimeo.com/272455670

AV DESIGN
Bed Shaman / SYSTEM 
MUSCLE MOUTH / 2018 
https://vimeo.com/326721818 

The The AV in SYSTEM is integrated into the work as a narrative element, becoming part of 
the character of the ‘room’. The AV, which is also tightly synced with Sonic Elements, is  

mapped directly onto multiple set elements. 
AV within TR/\JECTORIAL would be utilised on the centre pyrimidial set element and its 

function would move between narrative element and light source.
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SET/STRUCTURE
rauropi [ I II IIII ]

https://vimeo.com/335287893
organics [ I & II ] 

https://vimeo.com/258711460

These two installation works showcase Sound, StructuThese two installation works showcase Sound, Structure, AV and Light combining to 
create a holistic environment. Highlighted here are ways in which the digital and organic, 
technological and natural co-exist within an aesthetic framework. This framework will be 
expanded upon within TR/\JECTORIAL to include the human body as another co-existing 

element
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SOUND DEVICES
LIVE SOUND DEVICE /VESSEL
T.H.E Dance Company / 2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wD2puAvMGDQ
0.00 - 0.25s

TR/\JECTORIAL utilises four wireless sound-making devices, controlled live by the 
performer and manipulated live by the sound operatoperformer and manipulated live by the sound operator. Through the use of contact mics 
these objects respond directly to the performers touch to create sonic textures within 

specific frequency bands. These textures are built and layered live as a sonic 
representation of each body in space.



.Trajectory

.Defined Space

.Code

.Unlocking

.Meditation

.Surrounding

.Enclosing.Enclosing

.Recoil

.Resistance

Ritual.
Structure.
Process.
Shape.

Geometry.
Light.

Repetition.Repetition.
Stasis.

Periphery.
Empathy.
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RESEARCH
Research into Samuel Beckett’s QUAD, and the surrounding theory of Kinesthetic 
Empathy provides a framework within which the bodies and movements of the 

performers can inhabit the environment of the work

Kinesthetic Empathy, Physical Recoil: The Conflicting Embodied 
Affects of Samuel Beckett's Quad - Author(s): Hannah Simpson

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZLCxUojvZbJ05rHabMLQZ4FXqgDaiU99 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZLCxUojvZbJ05rHabMLQZ4FXqgDaiU99 

‘Quad engages its audience members in empathetic identification with the moving bodies in performance, 
and simulta- neously generates a resistance to such identification, creating a tension between immersion 

and alienation in the spectator.’ 

‘Any sense of onstage movement as the free, self-expressive act of the individual is firmly dispelled; as 
dance scholar Josephine Starte observes “the subjugation of the performer [. . .] is accentuated rather than 

obscured” (199)’ 

‘Quad challenges its spectator with a stark conf‘Quad challenges its spectator with a stark confrontation with the largely incomprehensible and “other” 
bodily existence of another.‘ 

‘Quad’s primary value lies in the manner in which it demands that its spectators confront the physical fact 
of others’ bodily existence—while acknowledging the difficulty of such engagement.‘ 

‘A demonstrative example of how deeply this ‘A demonstrative example of how deeply this resistance to identify with the unfamiliar or distressing bodily 
experience of another is embedded lies in how regularly Quad’s spectators interpret the play’s figures as 
fundamentally non-human. Woycicki imagines them as animated figures “within a computer program” (139), 
and Wall likewise perceives the transformation of “people into automatons,” during the performance the 
“attenuation of four human beings to mere circuits” (95)….Herta Schmid calls them “‘things’ in a purely 

material form” (266).’ 
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